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dear friend of knom,

From all of us at the KNOM Radio Mission, our best wishes, once again, for a Happy
New Year. Thanks to you, we’re entering our
44th year on the air with as much dedication and excitement as when our station
began in 1971. Every day, you’re making good
work happen in Nome and improving lives
throughout the rural corners of Alaska.
Improvement is something for which
so many of us strive at the beginning of a
new year, and that’s definitely true for many
in Western Alaska. As you’ll discover in this
January Static, the last few months of 2013
brought unique challenges to many of our
listeners: whether wrought by severe weather, coastal flooding and erosion, or severely
low availability of traditional wildlife. In previous newsletters, we’ve written about the
historically low catch of walrus – a vitally-important subsistence food – seen in our region
this past spring; this month, you’ll read (on
pages 2 and 4) about the ongoing difficulties
affected by Bering Sea storms in November,
as well as a strange rash of seabird deaths.
At KNOM, meanwhile, we continue to
do what we can to best serve our listeners,
and this often means planning for our own
station’s future sustainability. The Engineer’s
Corner, at right, and a digital studios update,
on page 3, detail the progress we’re making
– thanks to you – to make KNOM not only
more efficient, but also better prepared to
serve Western Alaska in the decades to come.
With your support, we hope to be
wishing “Happy New Year” to our listeners
for countless years to come. As always, you
make so much possible. Thank you.

The greatest worship you can
give is to live joyfully because of
the knowledge of God’s love.

engineer’s corner: “living in a
bottle”

In this edition of Engineer’s Corner, volunteer
engineer Rolland Trowbridge focuses on our mission’s consumption of batteries – in particular, the
very specialized batteries that keep our equipment
working during Nome’s frequent power outages and
brown-outs – and why our new studios will help us
decrease our battery use.
The photo above shows all of the batteries
KNOM exhausted during the past year alone; Rolland
explains why:
In Nome, our lights dim and brighten without warning. In the lower 48, the electricity in
your house may have been generated hundreds
of miles away and comes from an interconnected grid. When one part of the grid needs
more power, the grid shifts the extra power from
another part with less load. In Nome, our power
system is isolated. There is no extra power.
When someone needs a lot of power, everyone
else gets a little less until the building-sized diesel generator that supplies the whole town can
make up the difference. This means our power
supply isn’t stable, which makes running a radio
station a frequent challenge.
At KNOM, we have a well-maintained and
state-of-the-art diesel generator that starts up
when the power goes off, but it takes ten seccontinued on page
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onds to activate. To make up that ten second
gap before our generator kicks in, and to smooth
out the normal ups and downs of living off of a
closed system, we have un-interruptible power
supplies (UPS) on everything – dozens of them.

continued from

Decisions can take you away
from God’s will, but never out of
His reach.

Each UPS has two to four batteries. In the
lower 48, a UPS battery lasts about 5-7 years
or longer. In Nome, where they are being used
constantly, a UPS battery lasts about two years.
We have hundreds of these batteries protecting
the sensitive equipment that runs our station.
This equates to thousands of dollars and hours
of time spent on replacing batteries every year.
In our new studio, we are getting rid of
our dozens of UPS units and going to one
large, industrial grade UPS. It will have the ability to handle the load of the entire station until
our back up generator kicks in, and it will have
much, much lower operating costs over its
lifetime than our present system. Your donated
dollar today will save many donated dollars in
the future. We are very thankful of your support
of our mission in Western Alaska.

to shishmaref and savoonga

Far and away, the best prize that
life offers is the chance to work
hard at work worth doing.
– Theodore Roosevelt

Thanks to a sponsorship with a regional airline,
KNOM staff and volunteers benefit from free travel to
many of the communities our mission serves. Lately,
our volunteers have been taking full advantage of this
opportunity by keeping tabs on nearby villages.
Last autumn, volunteer Anna Rose MacArthur visited the communities of Shishmaref and
Savoonga (suh-VOON-guh), both within KNOM’s
listening range. In Shishmaref, Anna Rose investigated
the ongoing coastal erosion the community has experienced for decades – erosion long tied to climate
change and, most recently, exacerbated by fall storms
in the Bering Sea. She also conducted an interview
for the January edition of Elder Voices. (The first Elder
Voices episode Anna Rose produced – featuring
Nome’s Guy Martin, pictured – aired in December.)
In Savoonga, another place impacted by recent
storms, Anna Rose reported on the catch of two bowhead whales. It’s an event of great cultural significance
for any Alaska Native community but especially for
Savoonga, a village still grappling with an historically
low harvest of walrus in 2013. In Savoonga, Anna Rose
captured the photos at left, including a snapshot of an
advisory on recent bird deaths (detailed on page 4).
Thank you for making trips like these possible!

one more resolution

As you’re making New Year’s resolutions, might
we humbly suggest one more? Check in with KNOM
on the web at knom.org or through social media (on
Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, and LinkedIn). KNOM’s website – including the stories of our volunteers, like Tara
Cicatello and Emily Bieniek, pictured – looks great
on mobile devices, too.

a new year’s studio update

We hope that the photos at right help to show
why we’re so excited about our studio expansion
project. Our dedicated construction crew continues
to make progress, and with your support, the Tom
and Florence Busch Digital Studios will likely become
operational sometime later this year.
As the calendar turns over into 2014, the
sounds of carpentry continue to echo throughout
KNOM’s existing offices. The latest annex renovations,
as you see here, include the finished siding on the
outside of the new studios; its weather-sealed windows; and its in-progress vent and heating system.
Work on our new studios will soon turn to their
broadcast hardware and other technological needs,
and in this regard, you may be interested to know
where our construction-specific finances stand.
To date, we’ve raised a total of $522,819 for
our digital studios. We estimate the complete studio
renovation work, from start to finish, will cost $1 million. The project, and its budget, fall into five phases.
Phase 1, our new studios’ architectural and
design plans, cost $48,928 to complete. Phase 2,
the studio annex building’s construction, is currently
underway; all of its expenses ($424,635) have either
already been paid or are secured through funds we’ve
received. After subtracting these expenditures from
our current digital studios fund, we have $49,256 left
to apply to the next phase of our renovations.
Phase 3 ($352,286) will cover new studio
equipment and its installation. Phase 4 ($80,730) will
remodel our existing studios; Phase 5 funds ($93,421)
will go toward a replacement AM transmitter.
Overall, we have $477,181 left to raise to
bring our studio funds to $1 million and to make our
renovations a reality; it’s a project we believe will be
crucial for KNOM’s future sustainability. A $50,000
matching grant from the Rasmuson Foundation – just
announced in November and detailed in our last Static
– will help to push our project forward. To join us and
to learn more, visit us on the web at knom.org.

in the wake of the storm

Last November, storms brought exceptional
damage to some of the communities we serve.
Two separate storm systems in the Bering Sea
– severe, in large part, because of their strong winds,
high seas, and potential for coastal flooding – ripped
through our region in less than a week. While Nome
saw some relatively moderate damage, including a
downed telephone pole and several power outages,
other communities outside of our immediate vicinity,
but still well within our listening area, were hit harder.
The relatively isolated villages of Kotlik (COTlick), Stebbins, Savoonga (suh-VOON-guh), and Gambell (“gamble”) saw some of the worst of the storms’
brunt. Some homes were badly damaged or flooded,
and in the immediate wake of the storms, many in
rural Alaska – including KNOM – organized to help
those displaced or otherwise affected.
For several weeks, KNOM – led by point person
Laura Collins, our outreach coordinator – helped
collect local goodwill donations (such as those pictured) of warm clothing, food, and other items. While
the drive has now concluded, we know its impact will
endure long into this New Year.
Through your support, the end of 2013 was
a bit brighter for Alaskans in need. You helped bring
calm after the storm (as well as before and during the
storm, through timely weather warnings). Thank you.

a talk show for the birds

Last autumn, a high rate of strange deaths was
observed with seabirds in Western Alaska (including
common murres, pictured). Ultimately, as KNOM’s
news department reported, the bird deaths were
linked to a specific disease, avian cholera.
Naturally, many of our listeners had concerns
about this phenomenon – concerns that we did our
best to address, and hopefully alleviate, in a special
call-in show that brought together expert ornithologists and other local scientists. Thank you for making
possible this important community service! It’s a show
that we know our listeners greatly appreciated.

As Christians, we have the light
of Christ within us, but Jesus
reminds us that it is not enough
to have this light.
We must radiate it.

take knom with you

Want to read this newsletter on your smartphone, tablet, or other internetcapable mobile device? If your device has a QR code scanner, just scan the bar
code at right. Or, simply visit this address (on any device): knom.org/static/588.

Pl e a se co n si d e r K NOM in your es tate planning .

